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So many people that song that acts like a pick-me-up after a rough day. But there are also the songs
that let you know you’re not alone, and feel like there’s someone beside you along the way. Haven’t
found your song yet? Emily Perry’s newest single, “Walk in Silence” just might be it – and CelebMix is
here with your Qrst listen!
Emily grew up in Australia, but she’s making some serious waves in the American music industry. Her
latest single “Boom” was the Qfth most added song on the Billboard Dance Chart! An album seems to
be on the horizon, and we can’t wait for more music from her. Outside of the studio, Emily loves dance,

fashion, and movies, as well as further using her voice to support foundations such Art of Elysium to
touch the lives of others.

!

Her latest single is a distinct, but refreshing change. “Walk In Silence” is a heartfelt and encouraging
one driven by piano chords, yet electric and catchy with tropical beats that creep in.

!
“The reason this song is so special is because it was written
during a beautiful collaborative session. We put our heart,
soul and vibe into this track. Walk in Silence is about not
being silenced, about having your voice heard. Loving every
little thing about yourself no matter what the world says. This
song has a mid tempo, contemporary pop vibe. Lyrically the
song means a lot to me and I really hope that it can reach a
wide audience who can all connect to its message.”
You can listen to “Walk In Silence” here!
Emily Perry

Walk In Silence
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You can stay updated with Emily on Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram.
What do you think of “Walk In Silence”? Let us know by tweeting us at @CelebMix!
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